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Here are: - Beloved, traditional Catholic prayers- Original prayers that accurately reflect a

youngster's daily concerns and experiences- A "how to" for offering his or her own prayers- The

basics of the Catholic Faith: the Ten Commandments, Beatitudes, sacraments, corporal and

spiritual works of mercy, and more- An age-appropriate "examination of conscience," and an

introduction to the Mass and its major prayers.The Catholic Prayer Book for Children makes the

perfect First Reconciliation of First Communion gift.This is the keepsake your child will keep.The

prayers, lessons, and truths we never outgrow.
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This is an attractive, full-color, child-friendly prayer book at a very reasonable price. At under $4 (for

the softcover) it would make an excellent choice for parishes and schools to purchase for First

Communicants. A substantial collection of traditional and "home-made" prayers are presented in a

comfortable format. The book also includes prayers and mysteries of the Rosary, prayers from the

Mass and a section on "Stuff Every Catholic Kid Should Know: Learning Our Faith Tradition". Highly

Recommended!

I bought this for my four year old and she loves it. The prayers are really easy for her to understand

and learn. It is a book that will be very helpful as she prepares for first communion and confirmation



in the years to come. Not only does it have prayers but there are psalms, the 10 commandments,

and the beatitudes. Great reference for any child who is learning about the Catholic faith. I am

purchasing two more to give to my god children at Easter.

This is a wonderful way to introduce your child to prayer. The structure of the prayer book is great.

The prayers will introduce your child to prayers of faith, the saints, praise of God, and how to just

talk to God! I love this prayer book.

I almost never take the time to write a review. I am a Mom of two always looking for resources to

keep an emphasis on the imporantce of having a relationship with God. I didn't realize until I was

older (married and a Mom) how grateful i was of the faith my parents rasied me with. I now want to

pass on the same to my children. This book is fantastic. I have a Kindergartener who loves sitting

and reading the prayers. We take it to mass on weekends and she reads thru it when she can't

keep up with portions of the mass (being as little as she is). I have had people stop me at mass and

ask about the book as they can see over my daughters shoulder and ask where they can get a

copy. The prayers are great for everyone, not just kids. They deal with all moonents in life from

school, sickness, forgiveness, special holidays, praising saints, etc. It includes all the major

standard Catholic prayers, Beatitudes and the Ten Commandments. I have bought a ton of books

for my kids on prayers, devotionals and bible stories.....this is by far the best. Highly, highly

recommended!! If you buy one....buy 3 and share with others as gifts.

My 10 year old daughter has been expressing an interest in becoming Catholic. I purchased this

book for her because she wanted specific prayers she could say. The book is slightly larger than a

paperback book. It isn't very long, but my daughter really likes it. The prayers are divided into

categories, a basic order of Mass is included, and there is a "Stuff every Catholic kid should know"

section with some basic information. This is a really good introduction to Catholic prayers. I also

really like that they give additional information about the prayers. For instance, the book includes

information such as the origin of the prayer and where you can go in the Bible to find more

information. My daughter was thrilled with this book.

I'd like to offer five stars to each of you along with my deepest thanks for the very kind comments on

my book. It was a joy to create. It rekindled memories of my own Catholic grade school studies--I

still have the frayed, stapled pages of prayers and Commandments and such that we used in



memorization. And it was a wonderful project on which to collaborate with my young daughter--each

time I reread it, I think of bedtimes and mealtimes and holidays and everydays when we shared

prayer. I am truly moved to know that others use and enjoy this book.

Now in my 70s I was a good traditional catholic with an Aunt,a Nun and an Uncle a priest. My 2

daughters and their families are somewhat Catholic. This book is great for adults to share with their

children and has new ideas. On Christmas day, I was able to share this book and everyone liked it.

I'm new to catholicism and this was a great little book that really breaks everything down for you.

This is a must!
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